Deadline for Delegates' Applications Extended to 21 June

The United Nations Department of Public Information (DPI) wishes to announce that the deadline for delegates’ applications for the Global Model UN Conference has been extended to 21 June 2010.

Model UN programmes are encouraged to submit their list of nominees for the conference and those nominees are asked to complete the application forms immediately after their nomination. In addition, in cases where MUN conferences or programmes do not exist and students have acquired MUN experience, applications will be accepted from such individuals who meet the requirements. Details are available on the website www.un.org/gmun.

Students are encouraged to apply as early as possible so that they can be accepted and take part in online elections which will be set up to select the group of Global Model UN General Assembly officials. All delegates will be informed of the dates for the online elections and will be invited to participate.

Acceptance letters will be sent out shortly to all applicants who meet the criteria to participate in the conference. Please keep informed of GMUN news on the GMUN website and on the GMUN Twitter page.